Join Two Words to Make One – Sample Questions

For the following questions, choose the word that joins with the word in bold to make one new correctly spelt word. The word in bold always comes first. Circle your answers.

Example: hair

A. blonde
B. tree
C. brush
D. sat

The answer is C. - The complete word is ‘hairbrush’.

1. con
A. star
B. call
C. shield
D. tend
E. fate

4. how
A. led
B. sigh
C. too
D. deep
E. wing

2. dead
A. yell
B. line
C. end
D. lea
E. stop

5. reap
A. son
B. yes
C. oil
D. nut
E. ply

3. snip
A. pin
B. trim
C. stick
D. pea
E. pet

Need more practice? Try our Mocks in a Box - all you need for realistic 11+ mock test practice at home in one handy box!
Join Two Words to Make One – Sample Questions

Answers:

1. D
2. B
3. E
4. A
5. E